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Indiana REALTORS® close to home:
• 21,000 REALTORS® working across all 92 counties
• Close to the pulse of local housing markets, nearly 65,000 closed
sales through mid-September

• REALTORS® represent buyers and sellers; our priority is a growing,
dynamic, inclusive market – not limited by lack of inventory

Maintain a comprehensive housing Data Warehouse:
• Data collected through Indiana’s eight MLS/BLC marketplaces
• Includes home listings, sales (closed and pending), median and
average prices and other transaction detail

• Managed by the Indiana Business Research Center (IBRC)
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The benefits of Hoosier homeownership:
• Generational wealth-building – homeowner net worth 400% higher than non-homeowner
• Total (accessible) home equity wealth hitting $10 trillion (equivalent to 43% of the U.S.
economy!) (U.S. BEA)
• Hoosiers who purchased a home in 2017: An average Fort Wayne homeowner has gained
$90,000 in five-year equity, $100,000 in Gary/Hammond, $125,000 in Central Indiana (NAR)

• Equity can be used to launch a business, fund higher education, hedge against inflation/
household emergencies
• Correlation with civic engagement (voting, volunteerism), neighborhood safety and stability
• Residential property taxes still fund approximately 20% of local school budgets, 30% of other
local spending
• Economic development – assurance of a committed, accessible labor force for employers
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Indiana’s homeownership rate is an asset to be protected:
Property tax caps, increased homestead deductions,
max levies tied to income, state aid to schools and
infrastructure, more – Indiana has built a prohomeowner policy climate deliberately over decades.
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But limited inventory puts this prohomeowner climate at risk:
• Indiana’s constitutional property tax caps bring
affordability and predictability to the tax code
• Rising property values are a sign of a healthy
economy, wealth-building for homeowners
• But an undersupplied market drives prices,
assessments (and tax bills) up at an
unsustainable pace
• Hoosiers can only enjoy the benefits of
homeownership if inventory is available
• Home price pressures erode Indiana’s low cost
of living/high quality of life appeal
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Three Takeaways on Indiana’s Housing Supply
1. Indiana has a long-term housing inventory challenge
dating back over a decade.
2. As demand has outgrown supply, prices have risen
and affordability has suffered.
3. Even though demand has cooled in 2022, inventory
issues aren’t going away.
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Key insights from 2020 Census data:
Indiana Housing & Population (2010-2020)

Other Housing & Household Data:
• Indiana has a lower ratio of housing
units-per-household than the U.S.

• Indiana housing stock older than U.S.:
44.5% of Indiana housing built pre-1970
(38% of U.S. housing units pre-1970)
• Both Indiana and the U.S. are adding housing units
at a lower rate than population growth

• Indiana more concentrated in single-unit
detached homes (73%) versus U.S. (62%)
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Housing inventory and new home construction
• Between 1985 and 2005, there was a
consistent ratio of two existing home sales
per one new home construction permit
• After 2005, this gap widened to five sales
per one housing start authorized
Source: Matt Kinghorn, IBRC/Indiana University

• As new construction slowed as a share of sales
activity, the average tenure in home grew from
10 years in the late 2000s to 13+ years today
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Home construction has not recovered from the Great Recession
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Supply dwindles beyond new listings as sales rise:
With less new construction
adding to inventory, the gap
between listings and sales
narrows.

With less ‘slack’ between
supply and demand, a more
competitive seller’s market
emerges.
But this view doesn’t depict
the total inventory trend:
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Rolling annual trend: Sales, listings, overall inventory
• Inventory has declined significantly
over time
• Listings have flatlined or declined,
more notably at the start of the
pandemic and recently
• Sales have closed the gap with
listings for much of the decade
• Over the summer (2022), listings
have dropped faster than sales by a
wider margin
• What does inventory mean?
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Available home inventory has declined 80% from 2011-2022:
Inventory: Total properties
available for sale (active listings)
at the end of each month
• In summer 2011, Indiana’s
inventory of homes was
50,000+ (July 2011: 50,750)
• In 2022, monthly inventory
has averaged 8,000 homes
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Consistent with national trend, though Indiana falls behind:
Inventory as an index trend:
Indiana diverges from the U.S. over
the past five years.
Widest margins coincide with upturn
in net migration starting in 2018 (not
the pandemic market).
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Inventory & Price Appreciation:

As housing inventory falls,
median prices rise:
July 2015:

$140,000

July 2016:

$145,000

July 2017:

$152,000

July 2018:

$165,000

July 2019:

$175,000

July 2020:

$193,000

July 2021:

$223,000

July 2022:

$246,000
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Highlights of Indiana housing demand: State of Growth
• Indiana’s population grows by 300,000
since 2011
• Lags the nation but leads the Midwest
in population growth (2010-2020)

• Net migration turns a corner after
2017: 56,000 new Hoosiers
• 14,280 net domestic migration in 2021!
• Net earnings outgrowing the nation in
2021 (9.7% to 8.9%)
• People and buying power =
housing demand
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Inventory decline impacts affordability/availability:
As inventory falls and prices rise, available homes <$200,000 fall sharply (YTD listings by price range)
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Indiana housing in 2022: Demand interrupted
• Inflation at 8.3% (led by food and housing), mortgage rates >6%,
two quarters (and counting) of negative GDP

• Despite all this, total home sales down just 5% from hypercompetitive 2021 pace
• U.S. home sales are down 15% YTD
• Prices have also been more stable, remaining 10% above 2021
• This signals continued demand interrupted by national headwinds
– not a shift in the housing market
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Indiana housing in 2022: Demand interrupted
2022 home sales ahead of 2021 at prices > $250,000 – affordability challenges continue
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Supply challenges aren’t going away:
Early upturn in inventory crushed over the summer:
• Began June with new listings 4.5% over YTD

• June-August listings dropped 5% year-over-year
• New listings fell 13% year-over-year in August alone
New building permits down 30% YTD

Summer ‘buying season’
listings (June-August) are
down 10% from 2018.

Concerns looking ahead:
• Homeowners ‘locked in’ to <4% mortgages less likely to move

• Potential sellers continue to pull back from a cooler market
• Inflation eroding first-time homebuyer savings
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Economic development momentum at risk:
• Indiana is on a record-setting pace of new
investment (nearly $18 billion YTD)
• Regions across Indiana are putting $500
million in READI grants to work
• But data suggests housing
capacity won’t keep up with
growth plans if current trends
continue
• Lack of housing options pushes
workers further from jobs
• Price pressures eventually put
Indiana’s cost-friendly claims in
question
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Inventory solutions – policy options:
Affordability in the state/local tax code:
• First do no harm: Avoid anti-homeowner sales taxes on
real estate transactions
• Explore ways to deliver relief to homeowners in rapidly
appreciating areas without adjusting assessments
• Protect accurate assessments (St. John decision)
Encourage residential development in local policy:
• Incentivize higher-density, form-based zoning (including
infill construction)
• Impact analysis of restrictive zoning, other local building
regulation (state-level YIMBY Act) – cost transparency
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Inventory solutions – policy options:
Address associated infrastructure costs of new
development:
• Revolving loan fund/financing options for infrastructure
• Residential TIF expansion for site acquisition,
infrastructure and other improvement
Target new residential redevelopment opportunities:
• Brownfield remediation credits and financing
• HOME/CDBG homeowner assistance, rehab credits:
Get aging/blighted properties ready for the market
• Local/State/Federal partnerships on flood control
projects
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Inventory solutions – policy options:
Other state-level programs and policies:
• Relax match requirements for residential projects in
READI 2.0
• Strengthen Stellar Communities and other direct aid to
residential redevelopment in non-metro areas
Expand pathways to homeownership:
• Fund community partnerships for homeowner education
and preparation assistance
• Update IHCDA down payment assistance programs for
first-time buyers
• Consider tax-advantaged down payment savings
accounts
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